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One intriguing aspect of late antique speculation about the character and 
significance of the biblical forefather Seth b. Adam is the notion that he  is 
simply the initial matcrial manifestation of a pre-existent heavenly entity who 
periodically descends to the physical realm and "clothes" itself in human flesh 
in order to impart authoritative instruction regarding the supcmal realm. This 
concept of the cyclical return of a discrete heavenly entity in diverse human 
forms is structurally congruous with the Manichaean doctrine of the recurrent 
incarnation of the Apostle of Light within select antediluvian forefathers and 
"national" religious teachers like the Buddha, Zoroaster, and Jesus. Most 
scholars agree that the Manichaean version of this teaching appears to be a 
variant formulation of the so-called "true prophet" doctrine of the Pseudo- 
Clementines and Ebionite Christianity.2 Given the close concord of the Sethian 

'The following study is an extensively revised and expanded version of material 
previously published i n  my Heralds of That Good Realm: Syro-Mesoporamion Gnosis and 
Jewish Traditiom (NHMS 41; Leiden: Brill, 1996) 12&29 and the pemnent notes. I thank E. 
I. Brill for graciously granting me permission to re-employ and expand that copyrighted 
material in this new context. Please note the following supplemental abbreviations: B H M  = 
Ber ha-Midrnsch (6 vols.; ed. A. kllinek; reprinted, lerusalem: Bamberger & Wahrmann. 
1938): C M C  = Coloane Moni C o d a  (L. Koenen and C. Romer, Der K 6 l w r  Moni-Koder: 
~ r i r i ; c k  Ldirdirron (O'plndcn Wccldcutschcr Verlag. I988J). G m z i  = M. 1.idzbarsk1. GinzG 
Der E b r z  o&r d u  aymsre Rut h der Mondjer (Obttingen: Vandenhoeck & Kuprccht, :925); 
Hornilirs=H I. ~ o l & k ~ ,  Mnnkhiiisehe ~andiehr i f fen der Smmlung A.  ~hesre r  ~ e a r 6 ,  
Bondl: ManicMische Homilien (Stungan: W .  Kohlhammer, 1934); EP=The Encyclopaedia 
of Islam, new edition (Leiden: Brill, 1% ); Kephalaio=Monichriisck Handschrifen der 
Starlichen Muem, Berlin, Bond I :  Kepholoio, I .  Hiilfre (ed. H. 1. Polotsky and A. Bbhlig; 
Stuttgm: W. Kohlhammer. 193MO): 2. Halfre (Lfg. 11/12) (Smttgart. 1966); NHC=Nag 
Hammadi Codex. 

Tor the continued repercussions of this mytheme in sectarian Islam, sce H. Corbin, 
Hirrory of Islnmic Philosophy (London: Kegan Paul Inlernational, 1993) 6148. 
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apostolic scheme with these attested analogues, one should probably link this 
latter expression of the concept to the same ideological environment. 

This notion of the repeated incarnation upon earth of a "heavenly Seth" is 
arguably one of the constituent features of socalled "Sethian" gnosticism. B. A. 
Pearson (among others) has provided a concise survey of the most important 
places where this doctrine finds expression, calling attention to its occurrence in 
patristic testimonies and certain Nag Hammadi works.3 These instances 
invariably stress an essential identity between the figures of Seth and Jesus. 
sometimes by means of genealogy (Epiphanius, Panarion 39.3.5). but more 
often via assimilation ( P a ~ r i o n  39.1.3; Gos. Eg. 64.1-3; 65.1618). Obviously 
this specific conelation requires a Christian context for its construction. 
However, it is possible, as Pearson argues, that the Christian identification of 
Seth with Jesus may be presaged in certain Jewish traditions which apparently 
attach a "messianic" significance to the figure of Seth. For example, Pearson 
notes that the so-called "Animal Apocalypse" (I Enoch 85-90), a symbolic 
narrative composed no later than the mid-second century BCE, portrays both 
Seth and the future eschatological deliverer in the form of a white bull. 
Moreover, an early midrash (Gen. Rab. 23.5) pregnantly connects Gen 4:25, the 
verse relating the birth and naming of Seth, with the appearance of the 
"messianic king" at the End of Days.4 

Mirroring a practice attested by the Pseudo-Clementines, Mani, and 
Muhammad, some gnostic circles apparently constructed official rosters of 
Sethian "prophets" or "teachers" who served as fleshly vehicles for the 
temporal sojourn of the "heavenly Seth." This is presumably the import of the 
tradition reported by Epiphanius regarding the Archontic sect's esteem for the 
"seven sons (of Seth) termed 'strangers"' (Panarion 40.7.5); it is doubtful 
whether Seth's biological progeny are intended by this phrase. The enumeration 
of "seven" sons is suggestive in this context, given its demonstrable popularity 
as an ordering principle governing the arrangement of several other heterodox 
lists of authoritative spiritual instructors. Unfortunately Epiphanius does not 
provide the corporeal identities of these "sons." Anonymity also marks the 
thirteen separate manifestations of the "illuminator" (+wrilp) recounted in a 
cryptic hymn contained within the Coptic Apocalypse of Adam (NHC V.5),5 a 
series which is probably connected with the analogous appearance of an 

38. A. Pearson, "me Figure of Seth in Gnostic Literature," Gnosticism, Judaism, and 
Egyptian Christianity (B. A. Pearson; Minneapolis: Fomess, 1990) 7&19. 

%en. Rob. 23.5 (1. meodor and C. Albeck, Midrasch Bereschit Robbah [Berlin, 19361 
1.226). "She named him Seth, because 'God has granted me another seed etc. (Gen 4:25).' R. 
Tanhuma in the name of Samuel Kuzit (said, She alludes to) that seed who arises fmm 
another place. Who is he? He is the King Messiah." The ostensible allusion is to David's 
ancestry through Ruth the Moabitesr: see Theodor's notes ad loc. and Gm. Rob. 51.8. 

5A~oc. A d a m  77.27-82.19. 
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"illuminator" ( + M p )  among "thirteen aeons" in the Coptic Gospel of the 
Egyptians (NHC IlI.2). Significantly, this latter text goes on to identify the 
W n j p  as "Seth" and "the living Jesus" (64.1-9). 

The term + o o ~ i p  thus functions as a terminus technicus for an avatar of 
the "heavenly Seth." Interestingly, the same Greek designation is employed by 
the Coptic Manichaean texts as a title for the Apostle of Light,6 the supernal 
entity who periodically descends to earth in human guise in order to proclaim 
Manichaean gnosis. This can hardly be coincidental. The use of the term 
W n j p  by both the Sethian and Manichaean communities to signify human 
incamations of their respective heavenly alter-egos (heavenly SeWApostle of 
Light) suggests an intellectual nexus, probably literary in nature, between these 
two groups. Their mutual recognition of both Seth and Jesus as authentic 
emissaries further cements this posited bond. And finally, even though Sethian 
texts and testimonia display some reticence in revealing the human identities of 
that system's salvific agents, one is able to discem an additional common 
+wnjp  which Sethian and Manichaean communities share. The Apocryphon of 
John cites a "book of Zomaster" as an authority for its correlation of bodily 
passions with archonic angels.7 Moreover, the Coptic tractate Zostrianos seems 
to regard the Iranian sage Zomaster as one of the corporeal manifestations of 

? the heavenly Seth.8 Interestingly, Mani also identifies Zoroaster as an avatar of 
I 

the Apostle of Light.9 

6Kephnlaia 7.27-34 (&roaster); 23.17 (Mani); 25.11 (Mani); 30.17 (Mani); Homilies 
33.23 (Mani); 85.33 (Mani). Compare Middle Iranian rwcyn'g, rwfnygr (e.g., F. C. Andreas 
and W. B. Henning, "Milteliranische Mankhaica aus Chinesisch-Turkestan, 111," 
Sirzvlgsberichre der preusisckn Akdemie der Wissenschaften [phil.-hisr K1. 21; Berlin, 
19341 874.193). For discussion of the concept of $ w o ~ i p ,  see A. BBhlig, "Jiidisches und 
lranisches in der Adamapokalypse des Codex V von Nag Hammadi." Mysrerion und 
Wohrheit (Leiden: Brill, 1968) 154-61. 

'Apoc. John 19.&10. See the Addendum below for a fuller discussion. 
*The colophon explicitly identifies the seer &strianos as Zoroaster. 
9Kephaloia 7 2 - 3 3 :  " F e  apostle ofl light, the splendrous enlightener (@or+p), [...he 

c a m  to] Persia, up to Hyslaspes the king [...hechose dlisciples, righteous menof mt[h ... he 
proclaimed hils hope in Persia; but [. . . I  Zarathustra (did not) write books. Rather, hi[s 
disciples who came alfter him, they remembered; they wote [...I that they read today [...I." 
Translation cited from I. Gardner. T k  Kephalaia of the Teacher: The Edifed Copric 
Manichaeon Tars in Tramlation wifh Cornmenmy (NHMS 37; Leiden: Bnll, 1995) 13. Sce 
also A. I. Welburn, "hnian Rophctology and the Binh of the Messiah: The Apocalypse of 
Adam," ANRW 11.25.6 (ed. W. Haase; Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1988) 4764. For a 
stimulating study of the figure of Zoroaster in Manichaeism, sec P. 0. SkjaewO, "Zarathusm 
in the Avesta and in Manicheism: hno-Manichaica IV,"Ln Persia e I'Asin cenfrale: Da 
Alessandro ol X secolo (Atti del Convegni Lincei 127; Roma: Accademia nazionale dei 
Lincei, 1996) 597428. 
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me resultant truncated apostolic chain (Seth-Zomaster-Jesus) generated 
by this gnostic assimilation raises some intriguing questions about a curious text 
preserved within S y r i a c  Christian literature k n o w n  a s  the "Prophecy of 
Zardiist." T w o  versions of this interesting oracle, differing only with regard to 
minor details, are currently extant. One  is found in the Scholion of the eighth- 
century bishop Theodore bar Konai,  attached to his explication of the gospel 
story of the Visit of the Magi in  Matthew 2.10 ?heodore provides us with no 
indication of his source for this "prophecy." Portions of the "prophecy" are 
quoted in the ninth-century commentary to Man 2:2 by Isho'dad of Merv.11 The 
other version is contained in the thirtecnth-century compilation of Christian 
aggadic lore by Solomon of Basra known a s  The  Book of  the Bee,'z where once 
again no source is given for the "Prophecy." ?his text's potential importance for 
the present topic requires its full citation at this point. 

The Prophecy  of  ZardfiSt regard ing  C h r i s t  

When Zardiit was sitting by the spring of waters named GloSa of Harin, the 
place where the ancient royal bath stood, he opened his mouth and spoke to his 
disciples GiSwsp, Sasan, and Mahman, (saying) 'I tell you, my beloved ones and 
sons whom I have educated in my teachings. Heaken. (for) I shall reveal to you a 
marvelous secret concerning the great king who is going to come in the world. In the 
fullness of time and at the end of the final age an infant will be conceived and its 
members shaped within the womb of a virgin, without a man approaching her. He 
will be like a m e  with lovely foliage and copious h i t  that stands in a parched place. 
The inhabitants of that place will obsmct his growth, and smggle to uprmt him from 
the ground but they will not succeed. Then they shall seize him and put him to death 
upon a me, and heaven and eanh will sit in mourning due to his murder, and the 
generations of the peoples will m o m  him. He will begin (by) descending to the 
abyss of theeanh, and from the abyss he will be exalted to the height. Then he will 
reappear when he comes with an army of light, riding upon bright clouds, for he is the 
child conceived by the word which established the nahlral 0rder.'~3 

G6Srasp said to Zardiir: 'This o x  of whom you speak all these r h i n g s h o m  
where does his power come? Is he greater than you, or are you greater than he?' 
Zardiit replied to him: 'He shall arise from my lineage and family. 1 am he, and he is 
me; he is in me, and I in him. When the advent of his coming is made manifest, great 
signs will appear in heaven, and a bright star will appear in the midst of heaven, 
whose light will surpass the light of the sun.I4 Now, my sons, you (who) arr the seed 

'VIheodore bar Konai, Liber Scholiorvm (ed. A. Scher; 2 "01s.; CSCO "01s. 55, 69; 
Paris: Carolus Poussielgue, 191CL12) 2.7675, henceforth cited as Scholion. 

"See The Commentaries of Isho'dad of Merv, Bishop of Hadatha (c.  850 A D . )  in Syriac 
and English (Horae Semiticae 56, ed. M. D. Gibson; Cambridge: University Press, 1911) 
1.19; 2.32-33 (text). 

lZThe Book of the Bee (ed. E .  A. W. Budge; Anecdota Oxoniensia, Semitic Series 1.2, 
M o d :  Clarendon, 1886) 89-90 (text). 

'3Cf. Ps 33:6. 
14Although he does not specifically address the prescnt text in his remarks, 1 have 

nevertheless bcen influenced by the persuasive arguments of D. H. Aaron on analogous 
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of life which came fonh h m  the Ueasuries [of life and]15 of lightt6 and of spirit, and 
(who) were s o w  in a place of fm17 and water,'a it is necessary for you to watch and 
guard these things which I have wld you so that you can look for his appointed time. 
For you will be the f n t  to perceive the arrival of that great king, the one whom the 
prisoners await so that they can be releaxd.'9 And now, my sons, preserve the s m e t  
which I have revealed to yw, and Iet it be inscribed upon your hcans, and may it be 
preserved in the w u r i e s  of your souls. When that star which I told you a b u t  rises, 
you shall dispatch messengers bearing gifts, and they shall offm worship to him and 
present the gifts to him. Do not be neglectful, so that you not perish by the sword, for 
he is the king of kings, and all (kings) rseive their crowns from him. I and he are 
one.' 

These (things) were uttered by that second Balaam. As is customary, (either) 
God forced him to expound them; or he derived fmm a people who were conversant 
with the symbolic prophecies about Christ, (and) he predicted them.20 

In its present form, the "Prophecy of ZardBSt" is clearly a Christian tract, 
one that cleverly exploits the mant ic  fame of a renowned  pagan sage  t o  
underscore the authoritative status of the Christian messiah. However, in spite 

of its orthodox veneer, the "Prophecy of Zardiist" displays certain arresting 
features which indicate that its conceptual core m a y  be rooted in  S y m -  
Mesopotamian gnostic circles like those mentioned above. One should note  the 
following suggestive things: 

1. Long a g o  (1929) Windisch pointed out that "Zarathustra-apocalypses" 
were used in western Christendom only among gnostic communities.21 The 

locutions in his "Shedding Light on God's Body in Rabbinic Midlashim: Reflections on the 
Thlheory of a Luminous Adam," HTR 90 (1997) 299-314. esp. 303-307. 

'5Added from the text of Solomon of Basra, since its omission may be due to 
dittopphy. 

'6Compare Gos. Thorn. logion 50: "Jesus said, If they say w you, 'Where have you wme 
from?' say to them, 'We have come from the light...."' Translation cited from The Complete 
Gospels: AnnoraredScholars Version (HaxperSanFmcisco: Polebridge Ress. 1994) 313. 

"Read with Solomon of Basra here. 
IsDoes the phrase "place of fue and water" encode a reference to the "heavens" ( m ) ,  

based on the popular midrash of their fabrication from fm (e) and water (ma)? See b. Hag. 
I k ,  Gen. Rob. 4.7; Midrllrh Konen (Jellinck, BHM2.24): wa inn mrn pwi nor PIP Lan 
on1 "and He took fm and water and mixed them together and made fmm them the heavens; 
i.e., fm and water." 

'Wore the address of the disembodied souls to the swcalled "Son of Light" in the course 
' of Thecdwe bar Konai's exposition of the teachings of what are apparently the Mazdakites 

(Scholion 2.344.22-25). "Son of Light, go ask our Farher when the prisoners will be freed. 
7 and (when) solace (will come) to the grieving ones who are disuessed, and (when) solace 

(will come) to those souls who suffer calamity upon canh." 
b %codore bar Konai, Scholion (ed. Scher) 2.7675 (text). 
j_ Z'"Es ist jedenfalls bezeichnend, dass im Bereich der christlich-griechischen 
! Ueberliefmng Zarathusm-apokalypsen nur im Besitr won hdrerisch-gnostischen Kreisen 
k sich finden (my emphasis)." Quotation from H. Windisch, Die Orakel des Hysrllrpes 

(Amsterdam: Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen te Amsterdam, 1929) 18. 
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Occidenhl image of Zoroaster, unlike that of the Sibyls, was so intricately 
connected in the popular imagination with sorcery, astrology, and idol-worship 
that he was effectively precluded as a viable candidate for delivering pre- 
Christian testimony to the advent of the Messiah. Syriac Christianity, although 
nominally better informed, retains and accentuates this negative appraisal by 
blatantly equating the figure of Zoroaster with such biblical villains as Nimrod, 
Balaam, or Azazel, and ascribing his alleged prophetic gifts to the willful or 
unwitting inspiration of Satan.= In providing the "prophecy," Theodore bar 
Konai thus depans from the general trend of disparagement exhibited by his 
Christian predecessors and peers. Lingering suspicion of Zoroaster's novel 
guise as pre-advent witness seems to survive in at least one work roughly 
contemporaneous with the literary activity of Theodore. The ninth-century 
gospel commenlary of Isho'dad of Mew cites certain lines from Theodore's 
version of our "prophecy" in his remarks on Man 2:2, but only after uttering the 
disclaimer that the "prophecy" was excerpted from "that vomit of Satan, their 
scripture which is called Avesta.'m No such text of course is found within any 
authentic Zoroastrian writing. Could Isho'dad have been so confused about the 
actual provenance of the "prophecy?" It seems rather that he exhibits here some 
honest misgivings about this particular pseudepigraphon. In view of Windisch's 
observation about the heritage of Christian pseudo-Zoroastrian writings, 
coupled with the known Sethian and Manichaean esteem for Zoroaster as 
teacher, his skepticism appears well founded. Any text claiming that Zoroaster 
predicted the coming of Christ is automatically of suspect parentage. 

2. Twice in the course of the "prophecy" the phmse "great king" (rCI1>1 
bi) is used in reference to the anticipated eschatological deliverer. While this 
specific locution is not unknown in biblical literature, it serves there primarily 
as an attribute of God Himself with no indication that the designation bears any 
special nuance.% For such a usage, one must turn to Near Eastern sectarian 
currents, particularly those which apparently nunure the gestation of Syro- 
Mesopotamian gnosis. Both Hippolytus (Refuratio 9.15.1) and Epiphanius 
( P a m r i o n  19.3.4) repon that the Elchasaite sect, the group among whom Mani 

=See R. 1. H. Gottheil, "Refennces to Zoroaster in Syriac and Arabic Literature," 
Clasical Studies in HOMW o f  Henn Drisler (New York: Macmillan and Co., 1894) 2&51. 
esp. 2 M 2 .  

"dh-d r c u b x  om &n-h om.  Isho'dad avers that 
Zomaster was aclually Baruch, the disciple of Jenmiah. Denied the gift of pmphecy after the 
desuuction of Jerusalem and the demise of his master, Baruch sullenly left Erelz Israel to 
sojourn among the pagan nations, during which lime he learned twelve different languages, 
"and in these (languages) m t e  hat vomit of Satan, their scripture which is called Avesta. 
There iris wrinen (;nh, -4bu)  lhat when ZardGt was simng etc." Text cited from 
cdition of Gibson, 2.32.1 1-12. 

%Ma1 1:14: Pss 47:3; 95:3; @h 914. See alsoTob 13:16: Matt 5:35. 
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was raised, term Christ (and not God!) b pCyas paorX~6s "the great king." 
Moreover, the pseudo-Iranian O r a c l e s  of  H y s t a s p e s ,  a late Hellenistic 
apocalyptic work that was known and used by Mani, and which possesses 
abundant connections with Irano-Judaic syncretic refers to the final 
deliverer as "the great kiig" (rex m g n u s ) . z  It shwld thus occasion no surprise 
to discover this same phrase within Manichaean eschatological literature 
(Homil ies  32.20). Therefore the prominent use of this locution suggestively 
parallels the terminology employed in proto- and mature Manichaean 
apocalyptic speculation.n 

3. Ponraying the authoritative teacher with arboreal imagery is a favorite 
hope of Manichaean parabolic discourse. Widengren, Amold-Doben, Klimkeit, 
and the present author have previously discussed the Manichaean predilection 
for this type of metaphor,28 which is exploited not only as a literary image but 
also as an iconographic figure in Central Asian illuminations and wall- 
paintings. An excellent example is contained within Ibn al-Nadim's report 
regarding the ordinance of prayer laid upon the Manichaean electi ,  wherein he 
provides the actual verbiage which the faithful are enjoined to repeat. One 
berakhah addressed to Mani reads as follows: "Praise be to you, 0 Shining 
One, Mani our guide, roo1 of l ight and branch of l ife,  grea t  tree  which is 
entirely (for) healing.'q9 The application of this image, however, is not limited 
to Mani; other authentic teachers of Manichaean gnosis are described similarly 

%ee my "An Enmhic Citation in Barnabas 4.3 and thc Oracles of Hystarpes..' 
Pursuing rhe Text: Srudies in Honor of Ben Zion Wacholder on the Occasion of his 
Sevenrierh BirrMay (ed. I. C. Reeves and I. Kampen; JSOTSup 184; Sheffield: Sheffield 
Academic Ress,  1994) 2-77, 

26LaCtUllti~s,DiV. Imt. 7.17.11. 
"Scc G Widengrcn, cd. .  Der ManirhJrcmus (I)arm~vadl: Wlssenschdtlnche 

Buchgcrcll~chaft. 1977) xlx-xx. 1. Kocncn. "M3nichacsn A~ocalv~l ic ism a1 lhc Qo,uods . .- 
of Iranian, Emtian,  Jewish and Christian Thought," Codex Manichaicvr Colonienris: Atti 
del Simposio lnrernazionale (Rende-Amonlea 3-7 serrembre 1984) (ed. L. Cirillo and A. 
RoseUi: Cosenra: Mama Editore, 1986) 313. G .  G .  Suoumsa is skeptical of this phrase's 
alleged Iranian origin; see his "Aspects de I'eschatologie manichtenne," RHR 198 (1981) 
167 n. 17. 

%ee G. Widengren, Mesopormian Elements in Manichaeism: Studies in Manichaean, 
Mandaean, and Syrian-Gnostic Religion (Uppsala: A,-B. Lundequistska Bokhandeln, 1946) 
12S57; V. Amold-Wben, Die Bildersprache des Manichijismllr (Koln: Brill, 1978) 7 4 ,  
H.-J. Klimkeit, ManicMische Kunrr an &r Seidenrrrasse: Alre und Mue Funde (Opladen: 
Wesldeutscher Verlag, 1996) 15-20; J. C. Rewes, Jewish Lore in Manichaean Cosmogony: 
Sludies in the Book of Giants Traditions (Cincinnati: Hebrew Union College Press, 1992) 
102. 149-51 
~ .-,. ~. 

291bn a l -Ndm,  Fihrisr (apud G. Fliigel, Mani: seine Lehre und seine Schriften [Leipzig, 
1862; repr. Osnabriick: Biblio Verlag, 19691 65.1-2). 
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in the extant sources." including most importantly Jesus. The seemingly 
gratuitous employment of the same imagery in the "Prophecy of ZardiiSt" with 
respect to Jesus is reminiscent of Manichaean discourse.31 

4. The redeemer's triumphant retum "riding upon bright clouds &n cn 
&hinu rCiL I) at first glance seems dependent upon the description of 
Daniel's visionary experience of God's enthronement found in Daniel 7, a 
passage wherein the seer beholds "one like a human being who came with the 
clouds of heaven and reached the Ancient of Days" (Dan 7: 13).3' However, this 
biblical image of a cloud-swathed advent lacks the crucial element of 
luminosity33 which distinguishes the arrival of the pseudo-Zoroastrian 
redeemer.% A better analogue may be the "bright cloud" (ut@Xq @ J T E L V ~ )  

accompanying the theophany found in Matt 1 7 5 ,  although Jesus is not 
portrayed as traveling with the cloud. According to the apocryphal 
Protoevangelium of J a m e s ,  a "bright cloud" marks the cave outside Bethlehem 
when the infant Jesus is ho-Joseph and the midwife are able to return to 
Mary upon espying its light.35 But the most relevant comparative material for 
this particular narrative motif stems from Syro-Mesopotamian gnostic 

mln later Zomasman sources, the advent of Zoroaster was also expressed using me-  
imagery, and one wonders whether this mope was h w e d  fmm Manichaean discourse. For 
a discussion of this symbolism, see W. R. Danuw, "Zomaster Amalgamated: Notes on 
Iranian Pmphetology,"HR 27 (198748) 109-32, esp. 117-19. 

310ne could speculate that the tree-imagery as applied to the Apostle of Light has 
generated in this particular instance the Christian interpolation to Christ's crucifixion on the 
"me," affording the adapter a smooth transition fmm "life ar a me" to "death on a me." 
3b nmi5 pnu TYI i n  ilnn llm 73) n W  ,u i l ~  nn?. Note also the re-employment of this 

imagery in Matt 21:30,26:64, Mar); 13:26: Did. 168. 
3'Compare D~+LIU n+m "YOU revealed Yourself to them in bright clouds," a 

line from the musaf liturgy for Rosh ha-Shanah, quoted from Seder 'Avodar Yisrael (Tel 
Aviv: [s.n.l. 1957) 403. The expression ~ n u l  %w "bright clouds" is also cited in Ma'aseh 
Merknvah 3590 (P. Schafcr, ed., Synapse zur Hekhalor-Lirerarur [Tiibingen: J. C .B. Mohr. 
19811); see E. R. Wolfson, Through a Speculum That Shines: Vision and l m a g i ~ r i o n  in 
Medieval Jewish Mysricism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994) 273 n. 9. 

341t is however present in thc parousia prediction contained in the Ethiopic version of 
Apoc. Peler I: "shining seven times brighter than the sun will 1 (i.e., Jesus) come in my 
majesy." Translation cited from I. K. Elliott, ed., The Apocryphal New Tesramenr (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1993) 600. 

35Pror. Jas. 19:2: dhicn L m-L horn a d i m u ~  -1 liuL "A cloud of 
light was overshadowing (!) the cave." Text cited fmm A. S. Lewis, ed., Apocrypha Syriaca: 
The Proloevangeliw Jacobi and Tranrims Marine (Studia Sinaitica 11; London: C. I. Clay 
and Sons, 1902) I6 (tcxt). The Greek text of this work published by K. Aland (Synopsis 
Qlurrnror Evangeliorum [ I  lth ed.: Stuttgm: Deutsche Bibelstifhng, 19781 &6, 11-12, 14, 
1617). a conflation of several witnesses, terms the sight a "dark cloud" (veGAq oonorcrvil). 
a quality better suited to its "overshadowing" function. 
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literature; the redeemer's "riding upon bright clouds" evokes the image of a 
Mandaean 'uthra ensconced in a "cloud of light."% 

5. Phrases like "sons of the seed of life,"" "treasuries of life."3B and 
"treasuries of light'q9 pepper the lexicon of Syro-Mesopotamian gnosis. 
"Treasure/y of Life" was in fact the title of one of the canonical compositions of 
Mani.40 

6. But perhaps the clearest indication of this text's sectarian provenance 
emerges in Zardiit's response to his disciple's question about the source of the 
future king's "power" &):dl "He is a descendant of my lineage. I am he and 
he is me; he is in me, and 1 in him." Similarly, at the conclusion of the oracle, 

%See Ginmi (ed. Lidztwski) 610 s.v. Lichwoke; Ginza' 616 S.V. Wolke des Glanzes. 
Compare Apoc Adnm 71.9-10: "cloud of the great light" (cf. Gos. Eg. 49.1-2); 75.17-21: 
"And great clouds of light will descend, and other clouds of light will come down upon them 
fmm the great aeons."Note A. H. B. Logan, Gnosric Trurh and Christian Heresy: A Study in 
the History of Cnosricism peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1996) 292 n. 95. "The idea of a light 
cloud as place of concealment is a common Gnostic tops." 

37Compare "seed of great aeons" (Apoc. Adam 65.4-5); "seed of h e  great generation" 
(65.8); "seed of that man to whom life has come" (66.46): "seed [ofl h e  men to whom 
passed the life of the knowledge" (69.12-15); "imperishable seed" (76.7); "the imperishable 
illuminators, who came from the holy seed" (85.28-29); "seed of the eternal life" (Gos. Eg. 
60.32). Zardi'5t's characterization of his disciples as those who "have been sown in a place of 
fue and water" should be compared with the account of the "sowing" of the seed of the great 
Seth in Cos. Eg. 60.9ff.. where reference to the twin ordeals of Sodom-Gomorrah and the 
Deluge occurs. 

'8Cinza' (ed. Lidzbarski) 601 s.v. Osar-Hat Cini i  602 s.v. Smath-Haije; G i n d  613 s.v.  
Schatz des Lebens. 

'9Note the language of a recently published Manichaean personal letter p. Kell. Copt. 
32 = P 92.18). "She who has generated for herself riches, which are stored in the measuries 
that are in the heights ... which (storehouses) are the sun and the moon." Translation cited 
from I. Gardner, ed.. Kellistirerary Texts. Volwne I P O P  4; Oxford: Oxbow Books, 1996) 
xvii. See Righr Ginzi (ed. L i d z b d )  202.26, as well as passim in the Coptic Pistis Sophia, a 
text which displays great affinity with Syro-Mesopotamian systems. Regarding this last 
nexus note W. Bousset, Hauprprobleme der Gnosis (Gottingen, 1907; repr. Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1973) 180 n. 1; 1. P. Couliano, The Tree of Gnosis: Cmsric 
Myrhology from Early Chrisrianiry to Modern Nihilism (San Francisco: HarperCollins, 1992) 
31, 103, 167. 

%ee Reeves, Jewish Lore, 1G19.36 nn. 2625.  
4"lle employment of this particular term is significant. According to Epiphanius 

( P a ~ r i o n  19.2.2). the name ' E h i  (i.e., Elchasai) signified "hidden power, for El (=& !) 
means 'power' and xai 'hidden"' (6Gvaprv cirronenaXvppiqv. 6th r b  ? A  naAe~atlar 
Slivaptv. Cai E4 ncna)iuppivov). Compare also Acts 8:9-10, where Simon Magus is termed 
4 Slivaprr TOG &oG fi r d o u p i q  M~yciAq. Cf. CMC 13.S6, 11. For discussion of the 
phrase "Great Power" as a gnostic reminus rechnicm, see S. Wassersuom, "The Moving 
Finger Writes: MugGua b. Sa'id's Islamic Gnosis and the Myths of its Rejection," HR 25 
(198546) 12-13; also I. Fossum, "Sects and Movements," The Somarirons (ed. A. D.  
b w n ;  Tiibingen: 1. C. B. Mohr, 1989) 36S71. 
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Zardiist reiterates "I and he are one." This is an extraordinary claim. The author 
of these quasi-Joh3nnine exclamations asserts the essential identity of Zoroaster 
and Jesus, an assimilation nowhere affirmed in classical Christian sources and 
which is consonant only with those attested within both Sethian and 
Manichaean apostolic ideology, as we saw above. It stands to reason that this 
text, inasmuch as it makes the same assimilation, emanates from an analogous 
gnostic milieu.42 

Previous studies of this oracle have largely viewed it as an opportunistic 
combination of Zoroastrian and Christian eschatological teachings. According 
to this widely accepted interpretation, ZardilSt's declaration of his biological 
comection with Christ represents a conscious adaptation of the Zoroastrian 
d o c t ~ e  of the advent of the SaoZyant, or World Savior, who was "to be born of 
the prophet's seed from a virgin mother.'"3 ?his presumes that the "prophecy" 
was produced by representatives of orthodox Christianity in an apologetic 
attempt to win converts from Zoroastrianism, encouraging them to see in Jesus 
the realization of their native eschatological hopes. This is certainly the 
intention of its onhodox promulgators-figures like Theodore bar Konai or 
Solomon of Basra or even (despite his reservations) Isho'dad of Merv. I 

42Compare Pisris Sophia: "That man is me, and 1 am that man" (NHS 9; ed. C. Schmidt 
and V. MacDemt;  Leidcn: Bnll, 1978) 231. An excellent comparative discussion of the 
heterodox doctrine of "successive incamation," which has been in no way superseded, is that 
of I. Friedlaenda, "Jewish-Arabic Studies," JQR n.s. 3 (1912713) %54. Note especially 
the hadith cited in the Ismi,il i  Kirab a l -Karwof  Ja'far b. Man$$ al-Yaman (lOlh cent.). 
according to which 'AB once pmlaimed in Kitfa: "I am the Christ ... I am he, andhe is me . . .  
' I s i  b. Maryam is pai-t of me and I am part of him" (!), cited and discussed with similar 
examples by E. F. Tijdens, "Der mythologisch-gnostische Hintergrund des >>Umrn al- 
Kitab~'," Vm'a 1977 (Acta Iranica 16; Leiden: Bdll, 1977) 28&91. Tijdens suggests (p. 291) 
that the "Prophsy of Zardiiit" and this pomon of Kirdb al-Karw share a "judenchristliche 
(gnostische)" background. See also H. Corbin, "From the Gnosis of Antiquity to Lsmaili 
Gnosis," in H. Corbin. CyclicalTim! andlsmaili Gmsis  (London: Kegan Paul International, 
1983) 151-93, esp. 186. One must be careful w distinguish between assenions about the 
identity of cenain "messengers" (as above) and cognate assenions about a unio mysrica 
between an individual and the Godhead. The latter conceptually expresses mystical 
communio bcnveen the human soul and God. For examples, see Ma'areh Merkavah 6588 
(Sympse [ed. Schafu] 224): mi? m n  Wi m~ "He is His Name and His Name is He," with the 
discussion of Wolfson. Through a Speculum 181-87: also Abraham Abulafia as cited and 
discussed by M. Idel, The Mysncal Experience in Abraham Abulafia (Albany: SUNY R s s ,  
1988) 12634;  E. R. Wolfson, "Jewish Mysticism: A Philosophical Overview," Hislory of 
Jewish Philosophy (ed. D. H. Frank and 0 .  Leaman; Routledge History of World 
Philosophies 2; London & New York: Routledge. 1997) 4 8 M 1 ;  also al-Hall%j and his 
exclamation arui al-&up?, for which see Corbin, Hisrory oflslamic Philosophy. 103. 

'Windisch, Or&/ 23 (but contrast p. 25!); M. Boyce and F. Grenet, A Hisrory of 
Zoroasrrianism. Volume Three: Zoroasrrianism Under Macedonia" and Roman Rule 
(hiden: Brill, 1991) 451. 

seriously doubt, however, that the ''pkphecy" owes its existence to the creative 
imagination of Nestorian evange1ism.a 

The conceptual and linguistic affinities which we have isolated above 
link this text f imly with the thought-world of Syro-Mesopotamian gnosis. The 
"Prophecy of ZardtSt" is apparently a valuable survival, with only cosmetic 
adaptation, of an original gnostic source. 

Addendum 

An intriguing feature of Isho'dad's citation of the pseudo-Avestan 
"Prophecy of Zardilit" within his commentary to Matthew 2 is its contextual 
literary juxtaposition at the conclusion of a lengthy rehearsal of the so-called 
"Chaldean art."45 This physical proximity of supposedly "Chaldean" teachings 
to the alleged oracle from Zoroaster is not on the face of it surprising-ancient 
writers frequently confuse and conflate so-called "Magian" and "Chaldean" 
lore, treating these formally distinct labels as essentially identical." Isho'dad in 
fact reflects this popular assimilation in his exegetical linkage of "Chaldean" 
teachings to the scriptural visit of the Magi in Matthew 2. Moreover, a popular 
tradition attributed the discovery of the astmlogical arts-the Chaldean science 
par excellence-to Zoroaste1.~7 

Among Isho'dad's collection of purported Chaldean materials are a 
number of lines expounding the occult relationship of the seven visible planets 
and twelve zodiacal signs to certain constituent elements of the human bodyP8 
Therein we fmd the following anthropogooic passage: "And moreover these 

%e might compare the analogous case of the l a w  Christian adaptation of the Sabian 
"Revelation (6- of Baba." See F. Rosenthal, "The Prophecies of B2bP the 
HanHnian." A Locusr's Leg: Srudies in honour of S. H. Taqizadeh (Landon: Percy Lund, 
Humphrics & Co. Ltd.. 1962) 22&32. 

4 5 d h ~ & x  dhcuhodx.  See Gibson 1.16-20, esp. 1G17: 2.27-34, esp. 28-29 (rext). 
#While some writers are careful to make a clear distinction between Magi and 

Chaldeans (see G.  Messina, Der Ursprung der Magier und die zararhdrrische Religion 
[Roma: Pontificio Istituto Biblico, 1930) 17-20), most in fact d o  not. See R. Beck, "Thus 
Spake Not ZarathuStra: Zoroastrian Pseudepigrapha of the Greco-Roman World," in Boyce- 
Grenet, Hisrory of Zoroasrrianism, 523-25; and especially P. Kingsley, "Meetings with 
Magi: Iranian Themes among the Greeks, from Xanthus of Lydia to Plato's Academy," JRAS 
Series 3,5,2 (1995) 199-207. 

"See Beck, "Thus Spake Not ZarathuSua" 522 n.79; Reeves, "An Enochic Citation" 
27&75 n. 50. 

'A linkage termed "melothesia" (p~Aa8roia); the relevant lines are Gibson 
2.28.18-29.9. For brief discussions of this conccpt, see A:J. Festugikre, La r6v6larion 
d'Herm2s Trismigisre, 1: L'asrrologie er les sciences occulres (2nd ed.; Paris: Smi t t t  
#Edition Les Belles L e m s ,  1983) 127-31; Wasserstrom, "Moving Finger," 1&11; H. I. W. 
Drijvers, "Bardaisan of Edessa and the Hemetica: The Aramaic Philosopher and the 
Philosophy of his Time," JEOL 21 (1970) 199-UX). 
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(planets) created the parts of the human (body): the Sun the marrow,@ the 
Moon the skin, Mars the blood, Mercury the sinewm and vein(s), Jupiter the 
bones, Venus the flesh, and Saturn the hair."5l According to this badition, each 
planet i s  responsible for the fabrication of a specific bodily component. The 
order in which these components are listed is governed in the present instance 
by the planetary week--the sequence in which the planets are listed follows that 
of the days of the week, beginning on Sunday and ending on Saturday. As we 
shall see, this is not the typical way in which similar lists of planetbody 
homologies are sequentially smctured. 

An "authentically Zoroastrian"52 melothesia is present in Zitsprarn, a 
ninth-century Pahlavi anthology of selections culled from various lost Avestan 
books, and a work whose compilation would be roughly contemporary with the 
literary activity of Theodore bar Konai and Isho'dad. Therein we find the 
following list of correlations of planets to corporeal constituents, presented as 
follows (30.5-1 1): moon to marrow, Mercury to bone, Venus to flesh, sun to 
sinew,53 Mars to veins, Jupiter to skin, and Satum to hair.9 Three of the 
Zdtsprarn correlations overlap with those of Isho'dad: Venuslflesh. S a t u d i r ,  
and Mars/blood (= veins). The remaining corporeal substances are identical 
with those listed by Isho'dad. This verbal similarity suggests that the two lists 
are genealogically related. Futthetmore, it is quite apparent that the Z t s p r a m  
roster exhibits an internal logical consistency that is absent from Isho'dad's list. 
The planets are listed in an ascending series from the moon to Satum, with the 
sun inserted between Venus and Mars, a sequence which follows the usual 
order in which Hellenistic astronomers presented them from a geocentric 
perspective.55 Moreover, their correlated body components move progressively 

'9ActuaUy "brain" or "manow" are possibilities here, given the ambiguity of Hebrew nn; 
Syriac L n h ;  and Pahlavi mnzg. See B. Lincoln, "Embryological Speculation and Gender 
Politics in a Pahlavi Text." in his Death, War, and Sacrifice: Studies in Ideology and 
Practice (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991) 222; also Orig. World 114.33-35. 
Acccrding to Plato, Timaeu 73C-D, the "brain" is formed fmm "manow;" it is hence likely 
that the aforementioned semantic ambiguity is grounded in ancient physiological 
speculations. Note also the Coptic analogues discussed below. 

Qead <-in place of d q  
J1Gibson 2.28.18-20: .dimm,:FGrul rirxr . o h  d m  r Z u i 3  p\ d h i i c .  s d o  

.diLm 4 r G  .dim= ,& . r < h q L  .d&o d - m i m  .r<h> a i d  .- 
Jr'Authentic" only in the sense that Zlspram is a Zoroasman texcthe actual sources 

of the teachings found within it, such as in the present case, may be more eclectic. 
J3Pahlavi plh. For this rendering, see M. Boyce, A Word-List of Monichaean Middle 

Persian and Parthian (Leiden: Brill, 1977) 75. 
"See H. W. Bailey, Zoroaslrian Problem in the Ninrh-Cennq Books (new ed.; Oxford: 

Clarendon, 1971) 104-105,210-211 (text); R. C. Zaehner, Zman:  A Zoroarnian Dilemmn 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1955) 162and his n.2. 

"See 0. Neugebauer, The Exact Sciences in Anriqniry (2d ed.; reprinted, New York 
Dover, 1969) 168-70. 

fmm the innermost to the outermost section of the human body. In other words, 
both the human body and the planetary spheres of the physical cosmos are 
envisioned as consisting of seven concentric "layers ( t6 f i ,  of which the 
innetmost is mazg ,  'marrow,' and around this in successive layers lie bone, 
flesh, fat, veins, skin, and hair."" The architecture of body and cosmos thus 
mirror one another. However, the planets in Z i t s p r a m  are not depicted as 
anthropogonic entities; they simply schematize the cosmos as a corporeal form. 
Nor are oracles of Zoroaster or mention of "Chaldean" teachings found in the 
immediate proximity of the Z i t s p r a m  melothesia. It is this contextual 
connection, exhibited in Isho'dad, between the two specific motifs of an 
anthropogonic melothesia and an invocation of either Zoroaster or "Chaldeans" 
that warrants closer scrutiny. Where else in the extant literary baditions do we 
fmd this particular nexus? 

One place is in the twelfth-century universal chronicle of Michael Syms, 
a work heavily dependent upon much earlier traditions and sources.57 A series 
of p lane thdy  homologies occurs there in the context of Michael's presentation 
of the life and doctrines of Bardaisan,58 the renowned second-century Edessene 
heresiarch whom Ephrem branded "the teacher of Mani"" and whose 
adherents, the Daysanites, flourished as a distinct dualist sect in the East well 
into the 'Abbasid era.60 Although garbled and lacunose in its present fotm, 
enough remains to conclude that thc reponed correlations of planets to bodily 
substances were identical with those in the melothesia quoted by Isho'dad: "As 
for the relation of the 'rulers' (i.e., heavcnly powers) to humankind (in the 
teaching of Bardaisan): the upper powers give one a soul; the lower powers the 
members of (one's) body. The sun gives marrow, Jupiter bones, [Mercury 

%Bailey, Zoroastrian Problems 105, with reference to ZZrspram 30.4. The most 
important and insightful discussion of this facet of the Pahlavi text is R. van den Broek, "me 
Creation of Adam's Psychic Body in the Apocryphon of John," Studies in Gnosticism and 
Hellenisric Religionrpresenred ro Gilles Quispel on the Occasion of his 65th Birthday (ed. R. 
van den Brcek and M. J. Vermaxren; Leiden: Brill, 1981) 38-57, esp. 48-53. 

Wee Chabot's introduction to Chronique de Michel le Syrien, patriarche jacobite 
d'dnrioche, 1/66-1199 (4 "01s.; ed. 1.-B. Chabot; reprinted. Bruxelles: Culture et 
Civilisation, 1963). also W. Adler. T i m  Immemorial: Archaic History and its Sources in 
Christian Chronography from Julius Africanu to George Syncellu (Washington. DC: 
Dumbanon Oaks Center for Byzantine Studies, 1989) 118-25. 

JaThe Syriac text is conveniently quoted by F. Nan, "Bardesanes: Liber Legum 
Regionum," Parrologia Syriaca (3 "01s.; ed. R. Graffin; Paris: FM-Didot ,  18961926) 
2.522-23. 

%C. W. Mitchell, ed.. S. Ephraem's Prose Refuarionr of Mani. Marcion, and Bardaisan 
( 2  vols.; London: Williams and Norgate, 1912-21) 1.8.65 (text). 

aSee A. Abel, "Dayganiyya," EP2.199, W. Ivanow, lbn al-Qaddah (The Alleged 
Fowder of Ismailism) (2nd rev. ed.; Bombay: lsmaili Society, 1957) 75-91. 
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sinew], Mars blood, Venus flesh, the moon [skin, and Saturn] hair.'%' 
Controversy has raged over whether Bardaisan can be accurately labeled as 
"gnostic;'sz we cannot resolve that intriguing issue here. Of greater pertinence 
though is a persistent castigation of Bardaisan and his school as devotees of 
"Chaldeanisrn,"63 particularly astrology, by Christian and Muslim  critic^.^ 
Michael's biographical snippet. from which the melothesia was quoted above, 
also preserves an example of the Daysanite amalgamation of astrological and 
Christian lore. "He (Bardaisan) also says that Christ the son of God was born at 
(the time of) Jupiter, crucified at the hour of Mars, buried at the hour of 
Mercury, and resurrected from the grave at the time of the planet Jupiter."65 

Another significant occurrence of this imagery appears within the 
description of yet another quasi-gnostic Edessene religious sect supplied by the 
eighth-century Nestorian heresiologist Theodore bar Konai, our source for the 
earliest version of the "Prophecy of Zardnit." In his exposition of the teachings 
promulgated by one 'Audi,a Theodore provides us with the following valuable 
quotation from an 'Audian scripture. "In an apocalypse attributed to Jo hn... it 
lists the names of the holy creators, when it says, 'My wisdom created flesh, 
understanding created s k i ,  E l o h i  created bones, my kingdom created blood, 
Adonai created sinews, anger created hair, and thought created marrow."'67 
Theodore then informs us, "This material was taken from Chaldean 

6'- < i r  6 i m  rCb\Yb\o - d NC+ d o  h k d  u o  
diM...dimmo <- ,hLo h a  mhido d.L&..&-qbo 6- -. 
Another version of this same text, although faultily transmitted, is in Agapius of Mabbug, 
KirUb a/-'Unvdn (ed. A. Vasiliev; Ponologio Orienrolis 7.4 [I9111 518-21); see H. I. W. 
Drijvers, Bardaisan of Edessa (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1966) 189. 

"See the thorough survey of scholarly argument provided by Drijvers, Bardaisan 1-59. 
63Ephrem Syrus, Hymns Agoinrr Heresies 22.22 line 22, cited according lo he edition of 

E. Beck, Des kil igen Ephraem des Syrers H y m e n  contra Haereses (CSCO 169, wriptores 
syri 76; Louvain: L. Durbecq, 1957) 85. According to Beck (and Drijvers, Bardaisan 
157-58). the unnamed devotee is Bardaisan. 

%See Lkijvers, Bardaisan passim for numerous ancient references and testimonia, and 
also the excellent study of F. S. Jones. "The Astrological Trajectory in  Ancient Syriac- 
Speaking Christianity (Elchasai, Bardaisan, and Mani)." Arri del Terro Congresso 
I n r e r ~ z i o ~ l e  di SNdi "Manick i sm e Orienre C r i s r i a ~  Anrico": Arcovncarn di Rende- 
Amnnrea 31 agosro - 5 serlembre 1993 (ed. L. Cirillo and A. van Tongerloo; Lovanii and 
Neapoli: Brepols, 1997) 183-200, esp. 188-94. 

65Nau, "Bardesanes," PS 2.523. 
&For a translation of this passage, see Rccvcs, Heraldr, 115-16. 
6 1 i 2 , S d  <"G-- G m  d3ii-l & d o  ...+ h -3 &+" 

, h & ~  6%- w m d d o  - h- d h w o  d- b\.- ,h-Lr 
h n n  b \ r L  dkLr.cno <- h\- d h r c o "  q +"ad &A +rL 

(meodore bar Konai, Scholion [ed. Scherl 2.320.6121. I have incorporated h e  suggested 
textual emendations of Puech and Chabot (see Reeves, Heralds 132 nn. 26-27 for details); 
the mslation is adaptcd from h a t  of Reeves, Heralds 116. 
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doctrines."@ Here it is important to notice that Theodore verbalizes the same 
nexus previously beheld in lsho'dad's recitation, although instead of the 
planetlbody homologies provided by Isho'dad and Michael Syrus, we are here 
given a mixture of Jewish divine names and hypostasized anributes of human 
mental and emotional life. Nevenheless, this list is correlated with the same 
roster of body constituents seen above-flesh, skin, bones, blood, sinews, hair, 
and marrow-recognizable despite its thoroughly skewed sequence. 

A third instance figures in the long version of the Coptic Apocryphon of 
John, at the point when the archons fashion the psychic form of the fmt  human 
being Adam: "kindness made ... bone; forethought made ... connective tissue 
(i.e., sinews); divinity made ... flesh; lordship made ... marrow; kingship 
made.. .blood; zeal made ... skin; intelligence made ... hair.'%9 As in the 'Audian 
quotation taken from the "apocalypse attributed to John," a series of mental and 
emotional attributes stand in the stead of the planetary designations in the 
correlations. In spite of this difference, R. van den Broek has conclusively 
demonstrated that this form of the melothesia is intimately linked with the 
(earlier?) versions which supply only planetary correspondences.70 A 
comparative examination of the Syriac and Coptic lists, performed by H.-C. 
Puech long ago,71 demonstrates conclusively that Theodore was in fact quoting 
from a Syriac version of what we now know as the Apocryphon of John. Yet 
what is of paramount importance in this latter source is the internal 
bibliographic reference that appears at the conclusion of what is, in its long 
version, a prolix roster of homologies. "Now others whom I have not mentioned 
to you preside over the rest of the passions; and if you want to know about 
them, the matter is written in the Book of Zoroasrer.'72 

" o k n u  r C x L  3 d x m o  (Thedore bar Konai.Scholion [ed. Schcrl 2.320.12-13). 
@Ap. John 15.1623. For the mosl useful textual edition, see M. Waldstein and F. 

Wisse, eds., The Apocryphon of John: Synopsis of Nag Hommadi Codices 11,l; 111.1: and 
N , l  with BG 8502.2 (NHMS 33; Leiden: Brill. 1995) 88-91. Translation adapted from that 
of B. Layton, T k  Gnostic Scriprwes (Garden City. NY: Doubleday, 1987) 3940. 

%an den Bmk, "Adam's Psychic Body." See also M. Tardieu, kcrirs gnosriques: 
Coder &Berlin (Paris: Les htions du Cerf, 1984) 3W308. where funher bibliography and 
parallels are given. 

llH.-C. Puech, "Fragments reMuv.4~ de I'~<Apocalypse d'Allog&ne,,," Annuoire de 
I'insrirur de philologie er d'hiroire orientales el slaves (Bruel les)  4 (1936) 93542, 
reprinted with his post-Nag Hammadi observations in Puech, En q d r e  de lo gnose (2 vols.; 
Paris: Galiimard, 1978) 1.271-300. For a synoptic presentation of the quotation. see 
Wddstein-Wisse. Apocryphon of John, 194. 

RAp. John 19.610. Text in Wddstein-Wisse, Apocryphon of John, 11 1; translation is 
Layton, Gnosric Scriptures. This reference is absent from the short version of the 
Apocryphon of John. 
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It is exceedingly curious that planetlbody homologies followed by 
invocations of the authority of Chaldeans, and in at least two cases, Zoroaster, 
recur with such frequency in Oriental gnostic and Christian literature. 
Isho'dad's juxtapositioning of this material, with which we initiated this short 
excursus, is therefore probably neither arbitraq nor accidental. It suggests in 
fact the existence a t  one time of a gnostic literary source which featured both 
the planetlbody correspondences and allusions to or even quotations from 
Zoroastrian pseudepigrapha, among which may have been a pre-orthodox 
version of the "Prophecy of Zardiist," isolated portions of which survive in 
truncated and adapted forms in several literary settings. At the very leas1 this 
discernible shuctural feature provides some additional suppofi for the possible 
gnostic origin of the "Prophecy of Zardiist." 

Jewish Arguments against Christianity in the 
Dialogue of Timothy and Aquilal 

Jacqueline Z. Pastis 
La Salle University 

It is a great pleasure to conmbute to this celebratory volume in honor o 
Bob Kraft. Bob suggested Timothy and Aquila as a dissertation topic and guider 
my exploration of the broad corpus of adverslcs Judaeos dialogues, an interes 
that continues to drive my wok. Bob was a tirelcss dissertation advisor and h< 
remains a cherished teacher, colleague, and friend. 

The Dialogue of Timothy and Aquila F A )  is an anonymous, Jewish anc 
Christian disputation which, in its final form, was situated in Alexandria durini 
the episcopacy of Cynl.2 There is no scholarly consensus concerning date 
provenance, or transmission history of this text. Earher 1 argued that TA wa. 
composed in the third cenhlry CE to which an elaborate narrative setting v b  
1-2) and conclusion (57.1&20), proper names for interlocutors, and reference: 
to the bpooliuios trinity (25.1-3, 25.7, 30.2) were appended in the fiRh.3 Thi 
paper will focus on the nanator's summary of Aquila's argument in TA 1 and : 
key argument from the earlier dialogue (TA 5) which represents the longes 
monologue permitted to Aquila, and one which differs markedly in tone am 
content from the narrator's summary. Apologetic arguments (e.g., the Jews arc 
not rejected by God), incidental counter-arguments, and exegetical arguments 

'An earlier form of this paper was prcscnred at the AARPjBL annual mtings in Sar 
Francisco, 1992, in he Early JewishlCiuistian Relations Section. The prcxnt paper is a revivr 
version of material fromChap. 5 of my dissertation. "Repmxnlations of Jews and Judaism ir 
the 'Dialogue of Timothy and Aquila': Consrmct or Social Reality?" (Ph.D. disr.. Universig 
of Pemsylvania, 1994). 

'For the critical edition see Robert G. Robmson, 'The Dialogue of Timothy an1 
A q u k  A Critical Text, Inmduction to the Manuscript Evidenoe, and an Inquiry into tht 
Soumes and LiIemy Relationships" F . D .  diss., W a r d  Univmity, 1986). VRdficatior 
follows his edition. 

3"Reprcscntauons," Chap. 2.1 will hereafter tefa to the Jewish and Christian spaken 
respectively as Aquila and Timothy. 
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